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ABSTRACT
Signal transduction is important in many different aspects of cellular activity.

Many computational methods have been generated in mining signal
transduction networks with the increasing of high-throughput genomic
and proteomic data. However, more effective means are still needed to
understand the complex mechanisms of signaling pathways. In this paper,
we have developed a computational approach for generating models of
signal transduction networks. Networks are determined entirely by protein-
protein interaction data without prior knowledge of any pathway
intermediates. This approach should enhance our ability to model signaling
networks and to discover new components of known networks. The
precision and recall values of our method are comparable with other existing
methods. Our method is a more suitable method than existing methods for
detecting underlying signaling pathways.
 2013 Trade Science Inc. - INDIA
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INTRODUCTION

Systems biology is an emerging field in biology
whose aims are to understand the complex biological
systems at the system level[1]. System-level understand-
ing of cell networks requires a lot of principles and meth-
odologies that links the behaviors of molecules to sys-
tem characteristics and functions. Cell signalling path-
ways are enormously complex because they include a
huge number of different molecules and biochemical in-
teractions. The dynamic behaviors of biological systems
are deeply affected by their structural complexity and
uncertainty of some kinetics parameters[2]. A world of
complicated systems in nature can be described by vari-

ous networks. One representative network consists of
many nodes and the side that connects two nodes. Node
is applied to represent different elements in the real sys-
tem while side is employed to indicate the relationship
among elements, usually, there will be a side when two
nodes have certain specific relationship. Two nodes
connected by side are considered as adjacent. Net-
work model is the most effective model to describe the
complicated system.

Signal transduction plays an essential role in cell re-
sponse to environment changes. Signal transduction is
the primary means by which cells coordinate their meta-
bolic, morphologic, and genetic responses to environ-
mental cues such as growth factors, hormones, nutri-
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ents, osmolarity, and other chemical and tactile stimuli.
This biological process is usually characterized by phos-
phorylation of some key proteins and generally involves
a signal cascade. The signal transduction process often
starts from a membrane protein, spans a series of inter-
cellular signaling proteins and then transfers to transcrip-
tion factors in the nucleus, subsequently raising the ex-
pression of downstream genes. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to study how to quantitatively determinate the re-
lation between system behaviors and parameter varia-
tions, and how to investigate the interaction of param-
eters. With the development of molecular biology and
high throughput experimental techniques, a large num-
ber of data sets have been obtained so that it is pos-
sible to study cell signaling transduction networks quan-
titatively[3,4].

Another source of evidences on the key role of tran-
scription factors in regulating cellular regulatory pro-
cesses comes from analysis of signal transduction path-
ways. Multiple signal transduction pathways of a cell
transducer extracellular signals from receptors at the
cellular membrane to the transcription factors in the
nucleus where they regulate the transcription of genes.
There are several databases that collect information
about signal transduction pathways in different cells.
Among them, the TRANSPATH database[5] stores a
large body of information on signaling pathways allow-
ing computational search through the graph of signaling
reactions. One aim of such searches is to find the key
transcription factors that mediate the concerted changes
in expression of specific components of the signal trans-
duction network.

Studies demonstrate that many important cellular
processes such as cell proliferation, differentiation, cell
cycle control and cellular responses to nutrient limiting
conditions are involved in different signaling pathways[6,7].
For example, Tang et al[8] showed that the receptor
kinase BRI1 and BR-signaling kinases (BSKs) medi-
ate growth regulation related signal transduction in
Arabidopsis. The Toll-like receptor (TLR) signaling
cascade plays an essential role in recognizing and elic-
iting responses upon invasion of pathogens[9,10]. Recent
highthroughput genomic and proteomic techniques, such
as Co-Immunoprecipitation (Co-IP)[11,12], protein
chip[13-16] and microarray experiments[17] have gener-
ated enormous amounts of data for uncovering signal

transduction networks. This abundance of information
brings increasing complexity to network analysis, which
is a major obstacle to understanding the mechanisms of
cell signaling[18].

Although these methods have been highly effective
in generating detailed descriptions of specific linear sig-
naling pathways, our knowledge of complex signaling
networks and their interactions remains incomplete.
Recently, new computational methods that capture
molecular details from high-throughput genomic data in
an automated fashion are desirable and can help direct
the established techniques of molecular biology and
genetics. Steffen et al[19] developed a static model,
NetSearch, to reconstruct the signal transduction net-
work from PPI and gene expression data. Some com-
putational methods, e.g. gene co-expression[20] and se-
mantic similarity of Gene Ontology (GO) annotations[21],
indicate that genes with high scored interactions may
be involved in the same signaling pathway[22]. How-
ever, this information either is limited or has not been
incorporated in most databases constructed from ex-
perimental data. Though these interactions may not nec-
essarily be direct interactions, using this information may
help to improve prediction of signal transduction net-
works. We define �direct interaction� as a direct physi-

cal association between two proteins and �indirect in-

teraction� as no direct physical association between two

proteins in the actual state. Two proteins with indirect
interaction must function through at least one medial
protein.

We present a computational approach for generat-
ing static models of signal transduction networks which
utilizes protein-interaction maps generated from large-
scale two hybrid screens and expression profiles from
DNA microarrays. Networks are determined entirely
by protein-protein interaction data without prior knowl-
edge of any pathway intermediates. In effect, this is
equivalent to extracting subnetworks of the protein in-
teraction dataset whose members have the most corre-
lated expression profiles.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Dataset

Here, only the PPI dataset was employed. The Yeast
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Proteome Database (YPD)[23,24], Saccharomyces Ge-
nome Database (SGD)[25] and Database of Interacting
Proteins (DIP)[26,27] are the most frequently used PPI
databases, but the interaction dataset in those databases
is very limited, which may lead to misconnections due
to deficient data. In this study, we constructed a PPI
dataset from the STRING database (Version 8.3)[28].
The current STRING database contains 6,015 yeast
proteins and 245,782 yeast protein interactions. Our
database contains both direct and indirect PPIs derived
from both computational methods and biological ex-
periments, providing more comprehensive information
than previously used.

Scoring system

To score the PPI pairs in the combined database,
we used the STRING scoring system[21]. The STRING
database infers PPIs through various approaches, in-
cluding the neighbourhood method, fusion events, co-
occurrence, co-expression, experimental methods and
text-mining. It integrates all probabilities of those meth-
ods and assigns each PPI pair a reasonable score[20].
The original PPI score in STRING database is from 0
to 999, which is subsequently normalized from 0.000
to 0.999 by dividing by 1000. However, not all of the
proteins would have a corresponding GO term in the
annotation file. So, the protein is represented based on
the strategy of hybridizing the gene ontology (GO) da-
tabase[29] and PseAAC[30]. The GO approach has been
used for predicting protein subcellular localization, mem-
brane protein type, and enzyme functional class. Again,
not all protein samples can be meaningfully defined in
the GO space. To overcome such a problem, an ap-
proach was developed by hybridizing the GO space
with the PseAAC space. The GO database contains
20,126 numbers. With each of the 20,126 sequences
as a vector base, a given protein sample can be defined
as a 20,126-D vector according to the following pro-
cedures. To compare the protein sequence with each
of the 20,126 sequences in the GO database, if �hit� is

found, then the ith component of the protein in the
20,126-D space is assigned 1; otherwise, it is assigned
0. The protein sample P in the GO space can be formu-
lated as:

 1 2 20126 ]GO i

TA AA AP   (1)

where T is the transpose operator, and

0,    when a hit is found for P in GO database

1,    otherwiseiA


 


(2)

On the other hand, according to the concept of
PseAAC[30], the protein sample P can be represented
by

The concept of PseAA (Pseudo Amino Acid) com-
position was proposed by incorporating the sequence
order information completely. According to the PseAA
composition discrete model, the protein P can be for-
mulated as
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where w is the weight factor, which was set at 0.05 in

Ref. and j  is the j th tier correlation factor, which

reflects the sequence order correlation between all of

the th most contiguous residues.  kf is the occurrence

frequencies of 20 amino acids in sequence. Because
the length of the shortest protein sequence in the bench-
mark dataset is N =39, the value allowed forin Eqs. 2
and 3 is 24. Hence, the PseAA is actually correspond-
ing to a 20+24=44-D (Dimensionality) vector.

Data pre-processing

To reduce the false positive rate, two pre-process-
ing steps were carried out to exclude obviously irrel-
evant proteins but to keep the high correlated proteins
as much as possible. Firstly, given several seed pro-
teins, which we assumed to be known components in a
signaling pathway, DFS algorithm was realized. DFS
algorithm would search for all proteins connected with
each seed protein within a certain path length. The com-
mon proteins within this scope were kept.

Then, the graph search algorithm Dijkstra is usually
employed to calculate the distance between any two
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proteins. Here, Minimax Distance Metric algorithm is
adopted. In order to represent this new dissimilarity
metric, we need to introduce a path-based criterion for
connectedness firstly. We denote the data set of n points

by
1 2

{ , , , }
n

X x x x    . The data points can be repre-

sented as a fully connected graph with vertices corre-

sponding to the n points. Each edge ( , )
i j

x x in the graph

is assigned a weight ij
d reflecting the original dissimilar-

ity between 
i

x and j
x . Euclidean distance is usually cho-

sen as original dissimilarity.
A path from one vertex to another vertex through

the above fully connected graph is a sequence. There
may have many possible paths between this pair of ver-

tices. Let
ij

p denotes the set of all paths from vertex 
i

x to

vertex j
x through the graph. For ex-

ample, 1 ( , )
ij i j

p x x , 2

5 8
( , , , )

ij i j
p x x x x , 3

4
( , , )

ij i j
p x x x ,

and so on. We define a single hop is walking from one
vertex to another vertex of an edge. And the single hop
distance is the weight of the edge. For each path

k

ij
p  ij

p (where k is an index to enumerate all possible

sequences between 
i

x and j
x ), the effective dissimilar-

ity 
ij

k

p
d between vertices 

i
x and j

x  (or the correspond-

ing data points and)

is the maximum single hop distance in k

ij
p . We define

the total dissimilarity ij
M between vertices 

i
x and j

x as the

minimum of all effective dissimilarities
ij

k

p
d :

  
( , )

min min max .
k kij
ij i j ij

k

ij p ij
k p x x p

M d d


  (5)

From the above Eq. (5), we can easily draw a

conclusion that the proposed dissimilarity ij
M between

the two points is less than original dissimilarity ij
d while

the two points 
i

x and j
x lie on the same branch of the

manifold (or in same class), and is equal to  while on
different branches of manifold (or in different class).
Now we take an example to show the details of how to

choose the appropriate neighborhood in the new
neighborhood selection method.

5000 points randomly sampled on the Swissroll data
is given in Figure 1. There are five points on this Swissroll
manifold. It can be observed from the figure

that
1

x ,
2

x ,
4

x and
5

x  are on one branch and 
3

x  is on an-

other one. The Euclidean distance 
13

d is smaller than

12
d seen from Figure 1. According to original neighbor--

hood selection method based on Euclidean distance,

3
x  but not 

2
x may be chosen as the neighbor of 

1
x .

Though, the Euclidean distance between andmay be
deceptively small in the three-dimensional Swissroll
space, their distance on an intrinsic two-dimensional
manifold is large (the intrinsic dimension of Swissroll is
two). So the Euclidean distance may not accurately re-
flect their intrinsic dissimilarity. This problem can be rem-
edied by using minimax distance metric. In Figure 1,

Figure 1 : A sample of applying minimax distance metric for
neighborhood selection

supposed that 
12

p is one path from 
1

x  to 
2

x  through the

fully connected graph (a consecutive path on the same
branch of the manifold or in the same classification) and
each single hop distance between one point and its near-
est point on the path is sufficiently small (i.e., the single

hop distance 
45

d  between 
4

x and
5

x ). However, for an-

other path 
13

p  (a path from one branch of the manifold

or classification to another), assuming the single hop

distance 
13

d between 
1

x  and
3

x  is big. Namely,there is

at least one �great leap� from 
1

x  to
3

x . Under the new

minimax distance metric, the
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dissimilarity
12

M (
1

x and
2

x on the same branch of the

manifold) is smaller than the original distance
12

d  for its

small single hop distance on the path
12

p . On the other

hand, the dissimilarity 
13

M  (
1

x  and
3

x on the different

branch of manifold) is still equal to
13

d . As a result, it

makes it possible that the dissimilarity 
12

M  is smaller

than
13

M  and 
2

x is the neighbor of of 
1

x  instead of
3

x .

Given the initial node, this algorithm will find the
minimax distance between this node and any other node
in the graph. Hence, it is often used in solving routing
related problems. Consequently, the distances between
each protein and any seed protein are obtained. Gen-
erally speaking, if the distance of a node to the �actual

network� is maximal, the node represents the steepest

descent direction. However, the �actual network� is

unknown, we simply use the distance of the node to
any of the given nodes (i.e. seed proteins) as the dis-
tance to the �actual network�. Hence, the node corre-

sponding to the maximal distance will be selected as a
candidate steepest descent node to remove from the
network. While, if removing the candidate steepest de-
scent node leads to a disconnection between given
nodes, the node corresponding to the next maximal dis-
tance is selected as a candidate steepest descent node,
and so forth.

To date, the network with the highest score has
been obtained. For comprehensive consideration, we
extended this restriction to the top N highest scored
network.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The filamentous growth pathway regulates cellular
response to nutrient limiting conditions. For this path-
way, there are many common proteins with other
MAPK pathways. So, we randomly selected three or
four seed proteins. Different parameters were also
tested. After five independent experiments, we obtained
an average of 85% recall and 32% precision (TABLE
1). TABLE 1 shows the performance of our method in
detecting the filamentous growth pathway compared
with that of NetSearch. Our method clearly shows both

higher recall and precision than the other method. In
addition, our method seems to predict fewer edges
between the proteins in the predicted signal transduc-
tion networks comparing with other methods. Hence,
even though the membrane receptor and transcription
factor are not known, we still know where the signal is
from and to among those proteins, since most proteins
have only one link to the preceding and succeeding el-
ement in the predicted network. In fact, if we require
the order between the proteins to be more intuitive,
fewer edges should be kept in the predicted network.
We achieved this goal by maximizing the average weight
of the network while keeping most of the reliable inter-
actions.

TABLE 1 : Performance comparison between different
methods in precision and recall for filamentous growth
pathway

Method Precision(%) Recall(%) 

Our method 32 85 

Netsearch 29 63 

CONCLUSIONS

Generally, some potential proteins involved in a sig-
naling pathway stimulated by environmental factors are
easily available through various reliable means, such as
manual literature curation and biological experiments.
But in most situations, not all or none of these proteins
are membrane receptors or transcription factors. More-
over, the proteins we obtained may be more than just
two proteins. The proteins were represented by hy-
bridizing the GO (gene ontology) approach with the
PseAAC (pseudo amino acid composition) approach.
Therefore, our method is more suitable for actual bio-
logical application compared with existing methods such
as NetSearch. Nevertheless, although those methods
utilize a more reliable dataset, the data is limited. How-
ever, using computationally predicted interactions may
make up for the deficiency of experiment data, which is
also one of our original aims.
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